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One by one,
participants go
to the centre of
the circle, write
down a topic
for discussion,
announce it to
the group, then
place it on the
agenda board

How to use
Open Space
Technology
The organiser states
a theme

Participants sign
up to sessions they
would like to attend

The four principles of Open Space Technology

Participants
sit in a circle
Whoever comes are
the right people

Whatever happens
is the only thing
that could have

Whenever it starts
is the right time

When it’s over,
it’s over

Participants can
switch sessions
or have a break at
anytime

One Law – The Law of Two Feet
If at any time during our session together you find yourself in any situation where
you are neither learning nor contributing, use your two feet, go someplace else.

All of the individual groups
rejoin to make a larger
group, sharing a short
summary of their ideas
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How to populate your map
→C
 heck if your city has a map from other #MapJams. If
it does, instead of creating a new one, your MapJam
group may just need to update the old map

Set the details

→ Import

maps: There may already be local maps like a
map of all community gardens or co-ops in your area,
which you can import to your map using the import
or layer functions

→ S et a date, time, and location.
→ Y ou need as few as three people and three hours to host a
MapJam, though you can invite more people and spend more
time on your map.

→ S earch by keyword: For entities you don’t already
know by name, search for common keywords + your
city’s name using this format: Philadelphia + park,
library, kitchen, pantry, collective, coop, co-op,
cooperative, social, etc

→H
 ost the MapJam in a free and easily-accessible place like your
home, cafe, pub, library, coworking space, or school.
→M
 ake sure your event venue has free wifi.
→ P romote your event via email, social media, or by phone or inperson outreach.

→D
 o a survey: On paper or with a free online service
like Google Forms, Wufoo, or SurveyMonkey, send out
a survey to collect data.

→M
 ake it fun by adding a gift circle, potluck, music, or a dance
break to your MapJam.

How to
host a
map jam
Tom Llewellyn,
Shareable

How to make a map
Create a spreadsheet (preferably online): This will allow you to
import data to any platform easily and share the information with
other organizations for movement building.
Choose a mapping platform: We highly recommend that you use
an open-source platform for mapping like uMap, OpenStreetMap,
or Local Wikis for directories.

→B
 rainstorm together: Use a physical map that you
can mark up or put Post-Its on, do a brainstorming
session by sector

What could your map
feature?

If you have a website, Transition group, or LocalWiki
page, this is a good place to put your map and
directory. In addition to mapped resources, directories
can document events and organizations that don’t
have a full-time or permanent address, such as swaps,
mobile libraries, and Really Really Free Market.

Share your map
→ Embed your map on your blog or site and link back
to this guide so other people can add to or edit your
map.
→ Send the link to everyone that you put on the
map, other sharing-related organizations, local
nonprofits, city officials, media, and friends.
→ Share your map on social media. Be sure to cc:
@Shareable on Twitter and use the #MapJam
hashtag so we can easily share the map with our
networks.

Finance: finance, Credit Unions, public banks,
microfinance and local investment groups, ongoing
crowdfunding dinners , socially responsible investing
firms, community currency organisations, slow money
chapters
Production: production, energy co-ops, producer
co-ops, community gardens, coworking spaces, urban
farms, hackerspaces, makerspaces, art collectives, fab
labs, computer kitchens, repair cafes, tool or kitchen
libraries, shared commercial kitchens
Land/housing: land, housing, public parks, city repair
projects, open spaces, community centers, housing coops, community land trusts, intentional communities,
cohousing developments, tiny home villages,
ecovillages
Services: service, public libraries, carsharing pods,
ridesharing stops, bike sharing stations, worker coops,
community acupuncture, free clinics, bike kitchens,
childcare collectives, preschool coops, timebanks,
education coops, free skools, community owned
media, infoshops, free computer labs, local NGO’s,
community/social clubs, etc.
Distribution: distribution, food coops, farmers’
markets, reuse stores, toy and seed libraries, barter
markets, swaps, free stores, stationery free boxes, food
pantries
Off-The-Map: Timebanks, Transition groups, Freecycle
networks, etc.
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Directory of ‘Off the Map’
resources

Leverage your map
As important as it is to map out your local community,
it is just the beginning. Once you have completed this
step you will have an incredible resource to share with
family, friends, colleagues, local officials, nonprofits,
and businesses to support and grow an economy that
puts the needs of people first.

How to
create a local
economic
blueprint
Frances Northrup,
Transition Town Totnes

Plan your research methodology
Assemble
your Economic
Blueprint team
→ It is critical that you have a supportive
core team
→ You will need to be able to work well
together, sometimes under pressure,
and share the aim of producing a plan
which enables you to move to strategic
activities
→ You may wish to invite people who have
particular skills to be part of the group

Write a project plan
→ T his involves planning, assessments, and a
clear idea of the goal or destination.
→D
 o you know where you’re going? Do you have
everything you’ll need? Think about what
needs to happen during the course of the

→B
 rainstorm and map the economic
stakeholders in your community: Who makes
your economic policy? Who is involved

project, who is going to do what and when?
What resources will be required?
→ One key team member should take the lead on
creating the project plan, getting input from
the rest of the team.
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→W
 hat are the roles and responsibilities of team
members? Who will facilitate? If an outside
facilitator, who will brief her or him? Where

→ Ask if these sectors are relevant to your local economy? Are
they strategically important for creating long-term resilience,
transitioning to low-carbon energy, supporting sustainable
economic development and employment? Are there other
sectors more relevant to your community and local economy?
Given your resources, how many sectors should you look at?

→ What can be borrowed from economic blueprints done
elsewhere? Outlines, research questions, data sources,
graphics, other content?
→ Are the research questions and outlines appropriately defined?
Do they align with your goals and objectives?
→ Now draft your research questions and report outlines
appropriate to the economic sectors you are studying and your
local conditions.

You can approach this like a mapping exercise.
→ Given the sectors you wish to study, who are local experts you
can approach to review and comment on your work?
→ Can local schools and/or universities provide expertise and/or
resources?
→ Spend some time mapping individuals and organisations
you might approach, and develop a plan for engaging these
individuals and organisations.

Write the report

in economic regeneration or sustainable
development projects? What groups represent
the interests of independent and/or high
street traders? Who are the major employers?
Who are the secondary and further education
institutions? Who are the potential allies in
this work?

Hold a workshop to create a shared vision
→ T o make your visioning event successful
you’ll have to plan, prepare, and assemble
resources.

→ Research and analysis from Totnes, Herefordshire, and Bridport
has looked at food, residential energy retrofitting and renewable
energy production.

→ The methodology you use and the scope of your research will
dictate the success of your project.

Undertake research

Identify community and economic
leaders and create a stakeholder group
→ T he nature and character of this group will
differ for every community but ideally, this
group will be collaborators and co-creators.

Decide which economy
sectors to cover

and when will the meeting take place? When
must invitations go out? Who will manage
that? What will be the agenda for the day? Will
there be a need for presentation or briefing
materials? Who will produce those?

This summary document will become the iconic representation of
your economic blueprint process.
→ It’s the main tool you use to communicate with others
about what you, your stakeholders, and community have
accomplished.
→ It will ideally need to be of a high professional standard.

Present your findings,
and call to action!
This is where all the hard work starts to pay off and you can
progress to the exciting activity of planning your strategy for bring
your blueprint to life.
→ What new projects could you initiate?
→ What will create the conditions for change?
→ What might we want these projects to accomplish?
→ What are the opportunities for partnership and collaboration?
→ What are some intermediate projects to get us there?

→ Whether you have chosen to have a single author of this
document, a main author with contributors, or an edited work
with several contributors, there are several key questions to ask
yourselves: what is the purpose of this document? How will it be
used? For which audience(s) is the document intended?

Your community

Gather

→ In small groups explore how your community
meets each need: Are there enough adequate
opportunities, people, places and institutions
available to meet that need? If so, mark those as
your community wealth.

→B
 ring together members of your
community with an interest in exploring
alternative definitions of wealth.
→ F ind a room that is big enough to walk
around in and stick stuff on the wall.

→ Are there certain needs that are not being met? Or
even harmed? Describe what is happening to those
needs and what is missing. These are the poverties
your community is suffering.

Tell a story

How to run
a Community
Wealth
Evaluation
Inez Aponte,
Growing Good Lives

→ Introduce the Human Scale Development
approach developed by Manfred MaxNeef and his colleagues in in Latin
America.
→ There’s some useful videos you can
show. (link to video)

Discuss your economy

In Human Scale Development real
wealth is the adequate satisfaction of
a need without doing harm to any of
one’s own needs, the needs of others
or the needs of the earth. Poverty is
not lack of money, but the absence of
adequate satisfiers for any of the nine
needs, so, for example, a person can
have multiple poverties of affection,
participation and identity, even when
financially rich.
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Needs vs Satisfiers
Explain the difference between needs
(universal and finite) and satisfiers
(culturally specific and infinite), and
explore which satisfiers satisfy several
needs at once (synergic satisfiers) and
which ones pretend to (pseudo satisfiers)
or even do damage (violators).

Use creative ways – drawing, mapping,
writing, making – to represent the different
forms of wealth and poverty in your
community. Small groups may choose to
each focus on one or two needs and then
share their findings with the larger group,
allowing them to make further suggestions
and explore connections between the
different satisfiers. For example, the
closure of a local school may be seen
by one group as causing a poverty of
understanding while another group noted
the impact on people’s sense of identity
and ability to participate.

→ How does looking at your community through the
lense of Human Scale Development change your
perception of your local economy?
→ Who or what seems more important? Who or what
less?
→ Are you wealthier or poorer than you thought?
→ If you have discovered any new sources of wealth
(for example a strong sense of identity and multiple
spaces for participation and creation) what should
you do with it?
→ Is there a way to harness these resources to alleviate
one or more poverties?

Nine fundamental
needs
Make a plan

→ Write or print cards with the Nine
Fundamental Needs:

Real Wealth and
Poverty

Make it visual

Subsistence
Freedom
Affection
Participation
Protection
Creation
Understanding
Idleness
Identity
→ In pairs, ask participants to reflect on the
meaning of these needs by answering
the following questions: What do I do to
meet this need? What gets in the way of
meeting this need? What does it feel like
to meet this need?

→ Decide on next steps, however small.

Celebrate!
You have just completed your real wealth
assessment! Use it to remind you what
really matters, what your community’s
strengths are and to inform your plan of
action.
You can find out more about hsd
and real wealth assessments at
growinggoodlives.com

→ Look at who is in the room and see
what wealth you each bring. If there
are people who make your community
strong who are not, make a pledge to
invite them next time.
→ Promise to meet again.

Facilitation Skills
Collective Meeting
Methods and Skills

Facilitators coordinate activity in meetings,
decision-making, group activities and
encourage progress as ‘servant leaders’.
No facilitation is a recipe for frustration.
Everyone can take their turn to learn and
understand facilitation.

Make the best use of your limited time
together and use participative and
conversational methods. Keep it social.

Decision Making
Methods
Conflict and
Disagreement
Resolution

Consensus? Consensual? Majority Voting?
Subsidiarity? Action and review? A
trusting group can be flexible and decide
what to use and when, but they need to
know the options.

Simmering conflict destroys co-ops.
Resolved conflict is good for the co-op and
empowering for its members. There are
many methods to choose from and, again,
members need to know the options.

Non-Violent
Communication Skills
How to talk with colleagues without
causing unnecessary negative reactions.
Avoiding frustrating misunderstandings
that use up valuable co-op time, and
enjoy being assertive and confident.

Co-operative Values
and Principles
Millions of very different co-operatives
refer to the globally agreed Co-operative
Values and Principles as a basis for their
organisation. The V and P’s are all about
member behaviours and relationships.

Understanding Team
Roles

How to make
decisions in a
co-operative
Bob Cannell,
Co-operative Business
Consultants

Everyone has different skills and
weaknesses in a group. Team role
assessment exercises are fun and
illuminating and uncover gaps in the team.

Behaviours
Agreement

Communication
Methods
As close to conversational as possible.
That’s the most effective and most
popular style. How to achieve it in your
various situations and when to use
other styles. Members choose from the
available options.

Go Rounds
Regular opportunities for everyone to
state in the group, and be heard by
everyone else, how they feel about the
project and their involvement. A crucial
check up.

Co-operative Team
Working
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What does it mean to work in a team
as equals? How does work need to be
organised? Using the power of collective
effort and support. Sharing success and
failure.

Talk about, agree and write down your
expectations of each other (and yourself).
Taking part, taking responsibility,
learning and developing, respectful
communication, working for the good of
the group are examples.

Social Glue
We learn to empathise with each other
when we socialise together, respecting
colleague’s varied interests and taking part
with good heart. Regular social activity
makes good co-ops. But it has to be
inclusive.

By taking these initial steps and continuing
with them alongside your operations,
your co-op will get up and running
faster, deliver benefits earlier, avoid
disabling disputes and be sustainable and
enjoyable! Unlike normal enterprises, in a
co-operative, people come first.

Don’t be
confrontational
Have fun
making
decisions!

Register
Choose a photo to personalise your
account and join the board you want to
participate in.

Be active

Introduce yourself

If you have a group of 50 people and only
5 people are engaging, then it’s defeating
the purpose of loomio.

Not everybody in your group will know who
you are, so let them know. You can also
find out about other members.
If you know everybody already, just checkin to say hello and to announce that you’re
active in the discussion.

Define the voting
system
What is the group’s definition of Block,
Abstain, Disagree or Agree?
If a member blocks a proposal, does
that mean it’s dead in the water or that it
requires further discussion?

Review
Catch up on what’s being discussed,
there’s no point in starting a new
discussion thread if the discussion has
already happened/is happening.
or

How to
make decisions
online
Simon Ball,
Blake House Filmmakers
Co-operative
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Start a thread to get people talking. If
you’ve just created a new group, start a
thread that is relevant to the group and
encourage people to participate.

If you have a proposal come up that you
really dislike, don’t be an arse. Instead,
eloquently explain what’s wrong with it
and offer up your own interpretation –
perhaps you can find a middle ground.

Discuss
Have informed discussions and take time
to listen to people’s opinions – encourage
people to remain actively posting and
reading or, if joining an existing group,
don’t be afraid to contribute your
thoughts and ideas.

What is the minimum turnout of the group
in order to ratify a decision? Disagree could
mean that the proposal as it is needs more
work and if certain points are addressed,
voters may agree. Abstain could mean
that a person is too busy to engage with a
subject and trusts the rest of the group to
come to an agreeable solution.

Start a proposal
After discussing a topic and a decision
has to be made, start a proposal that
takes into account the views expressed
in the discussion – don’t start a proposal
without seeing what the group’s response
is to the idea. If you rush into a proposal
and nobody is engaged then the proposal
probably will fail – the point of loomio is
to include as many people’s opinions as
possible.

Maintain engagement
Find ways of engaging ‘lurkers’. Many
members of loomio groups don’t actually
engage. Maybe a core group of people
are dominating a discussion or new
members feel that they’re not qualified
to contribute to a discussion. Start
threads to encourage people to join in so
that your group doesn’t become an echo
chamber of the loudest people in your
group.

Two principles for
welcoming people

Practices for Welcoming, in
Three Steps
The bridge for one-time visitors becoming long-term
organisers happens in three steps:

Organisers can lift up the vision and
values of their space, without shutting
down volunteers who bring new
perspectives and capacity. Here are two
principles to follow:

A PLACE for
Sustainable Living,
Oakland, California

Visiting, and getting curious

What happens when people
show up?

Find alignment. Work together by
integrating opinions instead of rejecting
them. When people are in alignment,
anyone can support a decision – even if
they have concerns.

Welcoming people is the first step in how they get
involved. Consider these cases:

How to make
a community
space work

→ Your space gets plenty of visitors, but
without organisers showing the work
behind the scenes, only a few offer to
help, and fewer get involved. Sooner or
later, the space fails.

→ Your group barely keeps the space open.
Once in awhile, someone “gets it” and
takes initiative. But without defined
roles, participation is unpredictable and
the space struggles.

→ P ractice: allow people to get curious and
explore, instead of explaining things

Trying, and seeing connections
→G
 oal: help everyone imagine being part of
the community
→ P ractice: create ways to connect
opportunities instead of matching skills to
tasks

Danny Spitzberg,
Peak Agency

→ Your space sees a critical mass of volunteers show
up to help. After a positive experience, many come
back, some taking on defined roles. The space
thrives.

→G
 oal: help people to experience the vision
of the space

Offer affirmation. Encourage everyone
to try new things and take initiative,
even if they fail at first, by sharing
positive stories and recognising effort.

Joining, and making a commitment
→G
 oal: grow participation in a healthy way
and minimise growing pains
→ P ractice: make it easy for new people to
commit and come back

How can you
apply these
principles?

In all three cases, different
practices lead to better outcomes.
What makes the difference?
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Apps/tools like Teem
can make this easier

Try this out by hosting an action
day with new and familiar
members.

Gather founders

Work out a business model

Pull together a group of
people with shared needs or
goals

Agree what services the co-op will provide to you, and
how you will contribute to the costs of providing them
and overheads. Agree membership criteria.

Annual fee?

Complete registration forms
and send with signed copy
of Rules and registration fee
to Registering Body, who will
submit to fca Mutuals section

Per-charge usage?

% Topslice?
Amend if neccesary.
Agree to adopt model
rules and 3 members
sign.

Co-operative society

How to set
up a freelance
co-operative

Decide an appropriate
legal structure1

Could also use company or cic form for a consortium.
Some legal forms provide a better ‘fit’ depending on
what you aim to do and how many members you will
have.

2

Nathan Brown,
Cooperantics

LLP2
You will probably need professional
support. Be prepared to pay for it. It’s
an investment.

1
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Contact registering body
(e.g. co-operatives UK),
or co-operative development
body and obtain model rules

Write or adopt an appropriate partnership
agreement. Agree to adopt partnership
agreement and all members sign it.

Complete registration forms
and submit with partnership
agreement and registration fee
to companies house

Business Idea
Identify a business idea
where the opportunity for a
profitable trade coincides with
a social need or a vulnerability
in existing power structures.

Registration
Register the co-operative, taking into
consideration the likely need for finance
from non-user members; the choice
between mutualistic (Co-op Society),
altruistic (Community Benefit Society) and
grant supported (cic) legal forms; and
options such as mutual trading, payment
of dividend and board election by halves
or thirds.

Stakeholder analysis
Who has an intense and recurring interest
in the conduct of this trade?

How to set
up a Multistakeholder
Co-operative

Gather market data and, if possible,
prepare a full feasibility study to validate
your idea..

Mission Statement

The Board
Build a diverse board that has a balance of
temperaments, backgrounds and perspectives, but
is united around a commitment to self knowledge,
mutual respect and realism.

Consult on a mission statement, and on
the guiding values and principles for the
business. Begin making individual contacts
with a view to forming a steering group.

Founding Directors
Bring together a group of founder directors
who will manage the registration and early
stages of business planning.

Decide Member
Classes
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Research and consult around the business
plan for the enterprise, securing skilled
and specialist advice where necessary.

Research

Alex Lawrie,
Somerset Co-op
Services

Go-op trains

Business Development

Organise the principal stakeholders into
clearly defined groups – no more than
three, typically. Consider which might
exercise leadership within the co-op,
or whether an equal balance will better
reflect the purpose of the co-operative.

Launch
Approach prospective investors of debt
and equity. These may be social lenders
and ethical banks, or in the case of
community shares private individuals who
have an interest in and a connection to
your project. A crowdfunding platform may
be helpful at this point.

Investment
Make a balanced assessment of the capital
requirements to launch – neither too little,
such that productivity is low and market
access restricted; not so high that interest
becomes a burden on the business, or
that responses to market signals become
dulled (grant funding may be equally
important if you have strong social
outcomes).

Form a working group

Contact a support
organisation initially

A committee is required to take on the
responsibility of managing and leading
your community group to set up your
community co-op; it’s effectively the
management group of an unincorporated
organisation.

Setting up a community co-operative can
be daunting, but the great news is that
there are experienced organisations out
there ready to help. Organisations like
Co-operatives UK, Plunkett Foundation and
others have a range of support and advice
on offer, so contact them first to find out
what help is available.

Consider your vision and how best
to explain what you are trying to do
Your committee will need to have clear aims
and objectives from the outset and set out
roles and responsibilities.

Identify and consult
with your community
By consulting with the immediate
community and surrounding area, you will
be able to gauge the level of support there is
for the project.
It will also help you to establish whether
the community are willing to invest in the
project, and if they are, how much. By
consulting with the wider community, you
are creating the opportunity to get feedback
on your ideas and the inclusion of new ones
not yet considered.

Secure Premises and
Plan for Opening

The official opening day is a celebratory event
that all of the community should be invited to and
encouraged to attend. This is your opportunity to show
off all the hard work that has been going on, and the
ideal opportunity to market the co-op to your local
community and the wider services you now offer.

Consider your operating structure

How to
set up a
community
co-op

It will also give you the opportunity to
identify people with relevant skills to
get involved. Questionnaires and public
meetings are good ways to consult with your
community, and remember to share your
results with everyone.

Kat Darling
Plunket Foundation

Review original
plans and determine
whether to proceed

→ Community Owned Premises, enterprise managed by the
community
→ Community Owned Premises, enterprise managed by
commercial operator
→ Privately-owned premises, leased by community co-operative,
and managed by community.
→ Other Community premises (church or village hall), enterprise
managed by the community.

Consider finance
options and raise capital

Visit Other
enterprises
to get inspiration
Talk to people who have already gone
through the process, and learn from them
about what – and what not – to do.

Constantly review
and engage with
your members and
customers

Community fundraising events and requests
for donations are an important way of engaging
with the community and raising finance. You can
also apply for grants and sell community shares.

Determine start-up costs
and consider business plan

Formalise your working
group
Committees should consist of a minimum of three
people, and a maximum of twelve.
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Celebrate your success with
an opening event!

At the very least, a committee should consist of a
Chair, Secretary and Treasurer. It is also good practice
to have 4-6 others with specific roles to lead sub
committees, with experience such as marketing,
fundraising and business planning.

A business plan is a valuable tool for setting out your
aims and objectives for your community co-op. Your
business plan will also include financial forecasts,
including the initial set-up costs and on-going costs
and from this, determine how much money the
business needs to raise through initial fundraising and
future sales in order to be a viable and sustainable
business.

Research and Decide on
your Legal Structure
What kind of organisation are you? Would
incorporation be beneficial? If so, find the legal
structure that works best for you. Co-operatives
UK has a great Select-a-Structure tool that can be
downloaded from their website.

Hastings Pier

Get the business plan
with financial projections

Identify the Project
Identifying what the project is all about is critical. It
needs to be clear and understandable, with a clear
benefit to the community more generally and, better
still, a clear benefit to investors. It’s got to be a clear
hop, skip and jump from you raising the money to
making something happen to your local area becoming
a better place.

Get a group who can
make it happen
A community share offer cannot be launched by a
couple of people because there’s too much to do. It
also shouldn’t be organised by a couple of people
because if you can’t convince people to join your core
team, it’s an alarm bell that the idea isn’t as exciting to
you as it is to other people.

If you have a robust business plan, it will help
convince people that your offer stacks up, but most
of all, it’ll convince you, too. You’ll need to plan out
how much you need, and what you could do with
more or less than you’d ideally like, and how you’ll
develop a sustainable business with the money
you raise. That in turn leads to being able to work
out how much interest you can pay investors, and
how quickly (or otherwise) you can start to make it
possible for them to get their money back.

Get the right legal structure
A community share offer involves withdrawable
share capital, exempt from the usual rules that
make raising capital from the public in companies
so expensive. You will have to register with The
Financial Conduct Authority–either as a co-operative
society or community benefit society.

This is probably the most critical aspect: you need
to warm people up to the idea of parting with their
cash to make this happen, and so this isn’t just about
talking about what you want to do, but listening to
what people say in response, and allowing those
views to shape your approach. This will succeed if the
community takes ownership, and that means the core
group will have to be willing to let go and be open
about who’s ultimately at the heart of things.

Raise the cash

Plan the campaign
You need a campaign to make sure you keep on top of
your daily targets when the share offer goes live. Are
their different groups of people who would respond
to a different message about why the project needs
support? How will you get your offer in front of people,
and how can you use your supporters as advocates?
Are you engaging hearts and heads? You’ll need a
website, a video explaining the project and most likely
an offer document explaining the terms and conditions
of the offer. You can also look to get helpful tax breaks
to help sweeten your offer.

Now it’s time to get serious and convert all the
goodwill you’ve built up. Your work engaging your
crowd of supporters comes to fruition as people get
excited how the project is becoming a reality.

Deploy the finance and
create the enterprise
as you promised

How to raise
community
shares

Engage members
and use them
You’re now up and running, but now the hard work
really starts. Your investor members are probably your
biggest customers and users. Keep them close to help
make you sustainable, and they’ll also be the biggest
advocates of what you do to others. They’ll only
do this if they feel that community ownership goes
beyond an invitation to AGM and there are meaningful
roles in the project.

Dave Boyle,
The Community
Shares Company

The cash has been raised and now you can make the
project a reality. There might be bumps on the road
with timescales slipping and plans having to change
in the light of the real world, so it is vital to keep
investors and other supporters in the loop about these
changes.

Move to an open offer

The Bevy pub,
Brighton
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Engage the Community

The best way to create a pool of capital to enable
people to withdraw is to have new investors wanting
to become part of the society. Offering an interest rate
is really attractive in an era of historic low returns to
savers, and through moving to open offers, community
shares move from being about a specific enterprise
through to enabling better use of the community’s
capital to better serve its needs.

Preparing the soil
Is your group ready to implement the lef? Do you have
strong networks? Is your local community ready to
participate?
→ Assess the current economic conditions in the local
and regional sectors that would be key for building
long-term ecological regeneration, resilience, and
inclusion, such as food, housing, energy, transport,
finance, etc. And identify the opportunities for
relocalisation. You can use tools such as the Local
Economic Blueprint, Import Substitution Survey, and
participatory mapping.
→ Build your networks, engage your community and
create support for your Local Entrepreneur Forum by
meeting with potential allied organisations, hosting
visioning and ‘open space’ events, showing films,
organising networking events, etc. Don’t forget
to build your email list and keep your community
informed and connected through newsletters and
social media.

Planting the seed

Community of Dragons This is where the
entrepreneurs you selected will pitch to the
‘community of dragons’. The pitch? We recommend
five minutes, five slides, and a clear format, such as

Remember, the lef is more than
a one-off event, it’s a catalyst
for growing a more inclusive and
resilient economy. Once you have
‘fertile soil’, so to speak, it’s time
to plant the seed.

→ problem
→ solutions
→ your value proposition
→ financial and non-financial investment sought
→ the plan to get to the ‘next level’ the investment will
enable.

From 12-6 months in advance, the key activities will
be building your team, developing a source of funds,
planning warm up events and communications to begin
attracting potential pitchers and others. You’ll also
want to mobilise your networks and partner with allies.
Depending on venue availability in your area, you may
need to secure it up to a year in advance

From about 6 months to your lef date start developing
the logistics plan for the day, including attracting
volunteers Your other area of focus in this period will be
to recruit and select your ‘pitching entrepreneurs’, pull
in some presentation coaches and business mentors,
and secure your ‘Be Like a Bee’ and ‘Community of
Dragons’ facilitators. Your communications efforts
should be intensifying up to the day of the event.

How to set
up a local
entrepreneurs
forum
Jay Tompt,
Totnes REconomy
Centre

 riteria and selection of ‘pitchers’ can
C
be straightforward and adapted to your
own situation. Our criteria are:
→ enterprise is ethical, sustainable and
local
→ demonstrates competence through
business plan or track record
→ investment required would allow
venture to get to the next level
→ ideally operating in a key local
economic sector
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The rest of the programme is up to you. An
inspiring speaker or two at the start can help to
boost attendance and get participants energised. A
shared meal between Be Like a Bee and Community
of Dragons will help to strengthen new relationships.
A reception at the close hosted by the local craft
brewery will cast a rosy glow on the day.

Offer some coaching to the pitchers to help them get
ready.
Who are the community of dragons? They are everyone
in the room – financial investors, experts, connectors,
other entrepreneurs and the rest of the community.
Everyone has a stake in what kind of enterprises
operate in their community and everyone can ‘invest’
something to support enterprises that will benefit the
community in some way. Investments can be loans
or gifts of money, mentoring and business planning,
introductions to key people, design and marketing
help, labour, use of assets like buildings and land.

The follow up is really important. Make sure
attendees receive a recap of important information
shared, such as the ‘needs & offers’, action items
from ‘Be Like a Bee’, and that the pitchers get their
investor pledges and contacts. It’s a chance to bring
in other parts of a new economic narrative and to
turn these participants into the nucleus an energetic
entrepreneurial community. Remember to alert the
media, social as well as the press, about results.

Each entrepreneur will make their pitch, and then the
facilitator will solicit investments for each in turn, then
for all at once, until it seems time to wrap it up. Have
volunteers tracking who is promising what to whom,
and distribute forms that investors can use to self
report their pledges, too.

Be Like a Bee is a two or two and a half
hour block in the first half of the day with
some facilitated activities to break the ice
and give everyone a chance to see who
else is participating. Be sure to encourage
people to post on the ‘needs & offers’ wall.
And then there is the ‘open space’ activity,
where people self-organise around topics
they want to explore.

Logistics Plan for the event day – the
more details you anticipate for your space
– audiovisual, materials and decoration
needs, chair and table manoeuvres,
volunteer tasks – the better off you will
be. Have someone in the role of producer,
to make sure everything runs smoothly on
the day and everyone is kept to task. You’ll
also want a friendly and upbeat compere,
and wall space for participants to post
‘needs & offers’ and for the open space
matrix during the ‘Be Like a Bee’ session.

Cultivating the garden
You’ve now got fertile soil and you have just sowed
your seed, so now you begin thinking about how
to build on the success of your first lef. Naturally,
you’ll want to do it again the next year, learning from
the first year, making it a focal point for your efforts.
Think strategically. If you want to create a new local
economy, you will need to create the conditions
for new economic actors, relationships and models
to emerge and thrive. How can you catalyse an
entrepreneurial, problem-solving culture, mobilise
local social and financial capital, and build out an
ecosystem that support new progressive enterprises
and nurture new investors? The lef is a good start
on all three questions. What next? An incubator and
co-working space, investor network, entrepreneur
training programme, or a ‘fab lab’ might be logical
next steps. Good luck!

What is a soup?

The goal

The soup is a live crowdfunding community dinner.

The winner goes home with the money raised at the door.
Attendees have engaged and participated alongside other people
who share in the desire for a better local area. Diners have
shared resources and ideas with all presenters. Connections
have been made. Conversations have been had. People have felt
empowered.

Four pre-selected projects have four minutes to share
their idea and answer four questions from the diners.
The projects can be about ANYTHING! No restrictions

How to Host
a soup
The only two rules of soup

General process
→ Expect it to take at least three months to host the first dinner.
→ Build a board of community stakeholders
→ Develop board vision, goals, and values

Amy Kahlerl,
Detroit Soup

→ Determine soup name, general boundaries, board leadership roles
→ Research and decide first soup logistics
(location, time, proposal deadlines, etc.)

Presenters can’t use technology to present their ideas.

→ Outreach!

The idea has to benefit the local community

→ Finalize soup event logistics and vote on soup presentations
→ The event!
→ Debrief and grow

The dinner
Potluck-style or get a local chef to make the soup, and a
local farm to donate the vegetables. To attract diners, you
can give food-makers 60 seconds after the presentations to
share anything they are working on in the community (events,
questions, projects, businesses, etc).

The door price
Pay What you Feel with a suggestion donation of £4
(Why? soup wishes to eliminate barriers to participants,
so some throw in £20 while others 20p.)

Instill neighbourhood pride
Allow people to establish new relationships and networks
Empower residents

What does a soup do?

Help create jobs

Promote action and change
Provide a deeper understanding of democracy
Design and illustration by Emma Charleston
for stirtoaction.com

Foster critical dialogue

Planning

Build a team
Crowdfunding requires a lot of planning,
and a lot of doing, so it works best if
you have a group of people who bring
something different to the campaign –
social media, writing, time management,
a big network. Make sure all of your
team members are aware of the time
commitment.

Creating

How to run a
crowdfunding
campaign
Abby Gordon-Farleigh,
Crowdfunder

Know your crowd
→M
 apping out your network is a really valuable activity: Who do
you know personally? Do you run an organisation or company
that is relevant to your campaign? Would your members or
customers be interested? What other organisations might be
supportive of your project idea and might indirectly benefit from
its success?

→C
 rowdfunding is a great opportunity to
build new networks, too. Explore the
‘weak links’ between your networks to
see who could become an advocate to
champion your campaign and reach out
to their networks.
→W
 hen you’re approaching people to tell
them about your campaign, whether
to line up a pledge or ask them to be
an advocate, be personal. Pick up the
phone and send personal emails. A big
newsletter will reach lots of people, but
personal contact is much more effective
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→W
 ork out your target using some simple
maths: How much do you need to make
your project possible? How many people
are in your network, and how much will
they pledge on average? Is the difference
a realistic amount to raise from the
new networks you’ve identified in your
network mapping exercise? Adjust
accordingly.
→ You’ll

have a decision between all or
nothing or flexi funding target. All or
nothing motivates more people to pledge
and people to pledge more. Remember,
you can always overfund – all or nothing
only applies to the first target you set.
→P
 eople usually pledge an amount of
money in return for a ‘reward’. If you plan
to offer rewards, make sure they offer
good value for money and don’t cost
you too much. Be creative and ask your
closest friends and family what kinds of
rewards they would pledge on.

Prepare for launch,
then go live!
→ Start researching and building your project idea, engaging
people, and creating a marketing plan for the entire
campaign at least a month before you plan to launch.
→ Line up your first supporters to pledge as soon as the
campaign goes live. Make sure they know your launch
date and time, and give them the link to your project
ahead of launch.
→ People want to be part of a crowd, and so they want
to know they’re pledging on a project that has social
value and community benefit. One of the best ways to
demonstrate this is by having support on your page, so
aim to raise 10% of your target in the first 24 hours.

Marketing and promotion

→O
 nce you’ve mapped it out, estimate how much individuals in
your networks will pledge (if you know them well, you could
even ask them). This immediately gives you insight into how
many people will support your project, how much you might
expect to raise from them, and where you need to focus your
energy to makeup any shortfall to reach your target.

Build your network

Setting your target

Running

Project description

Getting started
Don’t try and reinvent the wheel you’ve got enough on your plate
already! There have been hundreds of
thousands of successful crowdfunding
projects, so research some similar to
yours for inspiration.

→E
 xplain your project idea in simple terms
and why it needs support: Who are you?
What do you want to do with the money?
How will this benefit other people, your
community and those who support you?
→ T ell your story – and be part of that story.
If you’re making a video, write a script
and get yourself or some of your team in
front of the camera. At the end of the day,
people pledge on people, not projects.
Keep your video short, under two
minutes, and get your key points across
early, and film it somewhere interesting
and relevant to your project idea.

→ A crowdfunding campaign won’t run itself, so make
sure everyone on your team has scheduled some time
to commit to marketing, and they’re clear on when and
what channels they should be using. Your marketing plan
should clearly outline when and how you’ll approach
different parts of your network – refer to your network
map! – and what messaging you’ll use.

→ Make it easier by creating some key points, template
emails, social posts and direct messages that everyone
on your team can use. But be careful – you don’t want to
bore your audience with the same message over and over,
so make sure you keep it varied and be ready to react to
activity as it happens throughout your campaign.
→ Since this is online crowdfunding, create a ‘marketing
blitz’ session where people get together to send emails,
direct messages and schedule social media posts. Keep
checking your dashboard stats to make sure you know
where you’re being effective with social media or email.
→ Just because this is online crowdfunding doesn’t mean
your whole network will be online, so press releases, radio
interviews, launch events, flyers and posters (low cost)
can help reach people in your local area.

The Land

Community

Distribution

Will you rent or buy
your land?

Need More Members?

Collection

→W
 rite newsy articles for the local paper.

Set up simple, easy and secure collection
point(s) at the farm and at local pick-up
points (cafés, shops, pubs) to make it as
easy as possible for your members to get
their food.

→ Y ou could start with an informal
agreement with the landowner covering
what you will both give and receive from
the arrangement – make sure you write
it down!

→G
 ive talks at local social groups, Transition
groups, churches, schools, etc.

→W
 hen you are ready for something more
formal, a short term Farm Business
Tenancy will give you flexibility

How to set
up Community
Supported
Agriculture

→ In the long term, a Community Farm
Land Trust will give you security to farm
the land in perpetuity for the community.

Choose your Farmer and
Grower team carefully
You need people who have:
→ s kills in horticulture and farming

Nick Weir,
Open Food
Network UK

→M
 ake the farm relevant to the groups you are
engaging.

Management
Set up a free shopfront on the Open
Food Network to manage registration,
membership, order quantities and
distribution

Keep up communication
→ Regular

‘farm days’ including useful (optional!)
work for people to do.
→ S end out news updates.
→H
 ave regular update/discussion meetings.
Make it fun.

→ s kills in training and managing volunteers
(welcoming people onto the land and generally
being nice to lots of people on a regular basis.)

Payment options

→ s kills in admin and book-keeping.

Arranging payment

Crop planning
Design a crop planning process to suit your csa
membership and growth plan. This involves succession
planting to ensure a steady supply over the season of
perishable crops rather than a one-off harvest.
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From the start, involve
the people who will be
supporting the farm.

→ Ask members to set up standing orders
for regular veg shares

→G
 et as many of them together as possible and
outline your plans briefly and tentatively but do
lots of listening.

→ Consider selling to non-members
through Open Food Network but
maintain membership benefits e.g first
access to limited produce, discounts for
members, etc.

→W
 hat do they want the csa to be/to provide?
→W
 hat can they offer to help make it happen? How
do they want to get involved? Build ‘ownership’.

→ Use the Open Food Network to manage
changes to veg shares and enable ad hoc
sales of surpluses and ‘gluts’

→ Follow up membership cancellations.
Why are you leaving? What needs
changing?

